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Jeff Zilch is happy. 
The 
Dally 
Wake 
up Panthers 
using 10-7 
loss as 
TUESDAY 
October 15, 1996 ews Eastern Illinois University Charleston, Ill. 61920 Vol. 82, No.42 motivation the season 12 pages 
"Tdl the truth and don't be afraid" 
CHET PIOTROWSKI JR.\Photo editor 
Above: Jeremy Jalivay of Black Greek Council and Black Student 
Union (not pictured),Andrea Herzog of Alpha Phi, Brooke Hood of 
Alpha Gamma Delta (not pictured), Donna Cuisia of Alpha Sigma 
Alpha Homecoming Queen, Jeff Zilch Delta of Tau Delta Homecoming 
King, Jason Royal of Black Greek Couiicil/Black Student Union, Daniel 
Dierking of Sigma Pi pose after winning positions on Homecoming 
Court. Left: Donna Cuisia, a senior journalism and Spanish major, 
exults with jubilation ~r she was named Homecoming queen in 
McAfee Gym Monday evening. 
Homecoming queen. Zilch, senior speech 
communications major, representing Delta 
Tau' Delta fraternity, was voted ~ as 
Homecoming king Monday night. 
during the hour and a half-long ceremony. 
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Chief's wife 
indicted 
with felony 
By BRITT CARSON 
City edit-Or 
An arraignment date has been ~et for 
the former manager of the Coles Coun\y 
Animal Shelter who was indicted last' 
week for felony theft by a Coles County 
Grand Jury. 
Sandra L. Steidinger, 44, and the wife 
of Charleston Police Chief Herb 
Steidinger, is accused of taking more 
than $19,000 in small amounts from the 
· animal shelter. She managed the shelter 
from May 17, 1982. until she left the 
position on Dec. S, 1995. 
Steidinger was arrested Thursday and 
then posted $500 for bail. 
She is charged with a Class 2 felony 
that, if convicted of, is punishable by 3-
7 years in pris~o or up to four years 
. .pt.O'bation and 11p to $1'0:000 fine.. or 
restitution in the count.y jail. 
Herb and Sandra Steidinger declined 
to comment on the case. 
"I am as happy as a puppy with two 
," Zilch said after being crowned the 
996 Homecoming King. 
Students voted for Jeremy Jalivay, 
sponsored by the Black Student Union and 
Black Greek Council, as the male freshman 
attendant and Andrea Herzog, representing 
Alpha Phi sorority, was voted female 
freshman attendant. 
"I was shaking so bad I thought I was 
bouncing the risers," she said. 'This week 
is- going to be so much fun - and I'm so 
thrilled to be such a large part of the 
festivities." 
First runners up in the king and queen 
competition are Jason Royal, sponsoreclby 
BSU/BGC, and Brooke Hood. representing • 
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority. Second 
runners up are Dan Dlerking, representing 
Sigma Pi fraternity, and Lisa Vashkelis, 
"She will appear before a judge on 
Oct. 25 at 11 a.m.," Coles County States 
Attorney Steve Ferguson said. "The 
judge will advise her of the charges 
against her and she will eriter a plea of 
gujlty or not guilty." 
Ferguson requested the -case be 
-handled by the Illinois Appellate 
Prosecutor instead of handling locally. 
"It caught me off guard," he said. 
here is no way that I should have 
ecause of all the other incredible 
didates." 
Donna Cuisia, senior journalism and 
. sh major, representing Alpha Sigma 
ha sorority, was elected this year's 
"I couldn't believe it," Cuisia said. 
'There was such diverse competition that I 
thought I didn't s~d a chance." 
Cuisia said that she was verf nervous See ROYAL TY page 2 
"Because of the working relationship 
the State's Attorney's Office has with 
the Charleston Police Department, we 
thought that any type of plea agreement 
See MANAGER page 2 
ocial Security· not-campaign issue for candidates 
"The prllldent flnnly 
oppoeeaany 
proposals that would 
UM Social Security to 
blllnce the budget to 
pay tor tax cuts for 
lhe-lthy" 
"Wt can balance the 
budget and -locill MCUrlty at the 
11111ttlme." · 
·Rob Jesmer, 
Nationll Youth tor 
Dolt In America 
"The sooner we fix 
Soclal Security lhl 
less llkely It wilt be 
that benefits will be 
cut In lhl Mure." 
• Dfew l'lbn, member 
of Perot campaign 
By ELLEN EARDLEY 
Staff writer 
Social Security was a big issue 
in political campaigns in the 
l 9SOs, but in this year's 
presidential election, candidates 
are not making their positions on 
Social Security well known. 
"Social Security is not really 
what they are talking about in this 
campaign," Dell Champlin, 
Eastern professor of.'economics 
said. 
Candidates do not want to 
alienate older or younger voters, 
so during the campaign their 
stance on social security has been 
middle of the road. 
"Both Clinton and Dole are 
right in the middle and they are 
taking the safe route," Champlin 
said 'They are not going to come 
down strong on it." · 
This year's presidential 
candidates Bill Clinton, Bob Dole 
and Ross Perot claim to support 
the Social Security program. 
According to the Clinton/Gore 
web site the Clinton 
administration has made efforts to 
improve Social Security. 
"The President is_ committed to 
ensuring the long-term integrity of 
the Trust Fund," the site said. "He 
has made Social Security an 
independent agency, reducing 
backlogs and upgrading services." 
The Dole web site says Dole 
has fought to protect Social 
Security for 30 years. 
Most recently, "In 1995, Dole 
co-sponsored a bill in the Senate 
that would raise the earnings limit 
on Social Security recipients from 
$11,280 to $30,000 by 2002," 
according to the Dole/Kemp web 
site. 
In addition, the Dole web site 
pointed out that: "In 1996 Dole 
introduced legislation to increase 
Social Security benefits when the 
cost of living rose 3 percent or 
more, in 1983 Dole helped craft a 
plan that saved Social Security 
from insolvency, and in 1993 he 
lead the effort to defeat President 
Clinton's $25 billion tax on Social 
Security benefits." 
The Clinton campaign has 
criticized Dole for promising that 
he will cut taxes by $548 billion 
but not cut Social Security and 
other programs. 
'' 
Social security is not really what they 
are talking about in this campaign." 
- Dell Champlin, 
Eastern professor of economics 
The Clinton\Gore web site 
called Dole's plan a "risky 
economic scheme." 
. Also, according to the 
Clinton\Gore web site, " The 
"President firmly opposes any 
proposals that would use Social 
Security to balance the budget to 
pay for tax cuts for the wealthy." 
But Rob Jesmer from National 
Youth for Dole in Al!J.erica said 
Dole wants to bal~ce the budget 
while preserving Social Security. 
"It seems to be an either/or for 
the Clinton administration -
either balance the budget or 
preserve social programs, and 
they haven't done either and they 
can't. But the Republicans are 
going to because they will be 
spending the people's money 
more wisely," J.esmer said. 
"We can balance the budget and 
save social security at the same 
time," he said. "When the senator 
(Dole) is elected in November he 
will keep his promise. The 
Senator (Dole) has never broken 
his word. He is an honorable 
man." 
Andrew McNitt, Eastern 
professor of political science, said 
Republicans traditionally have not 
backed social programs. 
"The Republican party has long 
history of having not supported 
Social Security or Medicare 
legi~lation," he said. 
Jesmer contended that Social 
Security would not be cut. 
"We're going to save Social 
Security," Jesmer said. "Senator 
See CAMPAIGN page 2 
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200 bus drivers flunk drug tests 
· SPRINGFMb-~ ~ ty~ people tnit!ked 
drug tests ~-Yen to school bus drivers and -aPJ>liciqts 
murder and prosti.tu.tion~ said officials with Secretary 
of State George Ryan. 
since the state started keeping track last year. The state started keeping a central clearinghouse of 
school bus drivers wM flunked drug tests on July 1, 
1995. It was the result of a little-noticed provision of 
the_ state's fingerprint and background check law 
pushed by Ryan. 
The tests detected the use of marijuana, cocaine 
and other drugs. The drivers and applicants had 
worked for 9r sought jobs with employers in 24 
counties. 
Drivers holding school bus permits lost those 
licenses for three years. Those applying to become 
school bus drivers were ordered to wait three years 
before applying again. 
" These numJ>ers are high enough to demonstrate 
we are weeding out drug-using school bus drivers_," 
said Cathy Ritter, Ryan's spokeswoman. " But 
they're low enough that it indicates the vast majority 
of school bus drivers do appear to be drug free." A few will be barred from ever driving a school 
bus because they were also among the 158 applicants 
denied licenses for committing such crimes as rape, · 
Since last year, the licenses of J30 drivers who 
held valid school bus permits were suspended. 
ROYALTY frompageone 
sponsored by Sigma Kappa 
sorority. 
The Homecoming committee 
interviewed· e"ach candidate last 
week and gave them scores based 
on campus involvement and per-
.sonality. The committee then 
combined the interview results 
with the student vote tallies to 
decide a winner. 
Studen~:.¥6.!C1i ,M.0n!1a)' in the 
Martin Lulller leiiig,Jr. lJti.ivetsity 
Union and Coleman Hall. 
Other University Board spon-
sored homecoming event results 
announced at the ceremony 
included winners for window 
painting and spirit points leaders. 
Alpha Phi and Sigma Pi placed 
first for window painting with 
Carman Hall taking second. 
Third place ended in a tie 
between Alpha Sigma Alpha and 
Lambda Chi Alpha and Lincoln 
Hall. 
Spirit points leaders on 
Monday were Alpha Phi and 
Sigma Pi. 
The next opportunity student 
groups have to earn more spirit 
points is at the Spirit Yell Contest 
from 4 to 6 p.m. today in the 
South Quad. Organizations are 
·required to perform different 
cheers including an Eastern cheer 
and a cheer for their organization. 
MAN AGE Rfrompage one 
would be viewed as a result of this relationship," he 
said. 
office handles many cases that involve conflict of 
interest. 
"From my standpoint the case was not an issue, 
but it could be percei,yed that way in the public's 
eyes," Ferguson said. -''That is why we decided the 
investigation and the proceedings should be referred 
to the Appellate Prosecutor 's Office, and that the 
(Coles County) Sheriff's Department should not get 
involved." 
Ferguson said a trial date is typically set at the 
arraignment; but in this case there is a possibility of 
a status hearing before the trial. 
"At a status hearing, the court can address any 
pre-trial motions or issues, and address any new 
infonnation," Ferguson added. 
Mai:k Ferguson, Steidinger' s attorney, was 
unavailable for comment. Ferguson said the Illinois Appellate Prosecutor's 
Dole intends on making the pro-
gram viable for future genera-
tions. We clearly want to save that 
basic bond we made with senior 
citizens years ago. There will be · 
no cuts in Social Security." 
McNitt said the big problem 
with Social Security is deciding 
how to protect the Social Security 
system when lar.ge amounts- of 
Baby Boomers retire. . 
"People are wise enough to 
know some adjustments will have 
to be made and they're nervous 
a,!>q_ut, wh~rt( !he money is. going 
i:q "~pQie ~P~~:· McNitt sai<t. 
'· . JCha'h:iplin said Social Seeµrity 
cuts might be inevitable. 
"If we really want to cut the 
budget deficit - Social Security 
takes suc)l a huge piece of it 
because it keeps gTowing· -
(Social Security) will probably 
have to be cut." Champlin said. 
"But politically, the candidates wide. 
can't do it - they are scared of "We must control - not cut --the 
the reaction from the public - cost of all entitlements by pilot 
just about the only candidate who testing new reform proposals," 
might is Perot." Moss said. "Once we determine 
Perot wants to reform the the b~t reform ideas we can then 
Social Security program, but has move ahead without harming the 
not overtly suggested cuts. system and the millions of people 
"Social Security will be who rely on Social Security." 
bankrupt when the Baby Boomers Perot is considering whether to 
retire if nothing is done to fix this invest Sotjal Security funds in the 
important program," said Drew form of investment grade state 
Moss with the Perot campaign. and local revenue bonds, Moss 
"We must change Social Security said. 
from a pay-as-you-go program to He also is consideriift redis.-
a real retirement fund. The sooner tributing the benefits within the 
we fix Social Security, the less program. 
likely it will be that benefits ' will - ~Sipe~ Soci,al S~i.tii.!Y ,i~ W.R..,, 
be cut in the future." ning out of money," Moss :said. 
Perot has said he wants to put "The wealthy should forego their 
together a pilot plan to deal with benefits so that the millions of 
Social Security by getting a con- needy Americans who rely on 
sensus and testing this program Social Security for their retire-
before implementing them nation- ment can survive." 
The Dally Eastern N• 
Smith Bus Service 
EIU's Convenient, Reliable 
& Affordable Bus Service 
Bus leaves the University Union Friday at 3 p.m 
Returns to Charleston Sunday at 9 p.m. 
Champaign Stop 
U ofl Armory 
Chicago 
One-Way $15.95 
Round Trip $29.95 
Champaign 
One-Way $5.QS! ';;: . 
Round Trip. 
Chicago Stops 
Old Orchard Mall 
Northbrook Court 
Woodfield Mall 
Oakbrook Mall 
Chicago Ridge Mall 
Matteson Holiday Inn 
Tickets can 
be purchased 
at the Ticket Office 
in the West Wing 
of the University Union. 
Call 
1~1 . 
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-... -- -
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11/~«a,,, ()~ 16, 1996 7:00p .•. 
Kans~s Room MLK Unio.n 
sponeored by the Counseling Center 
Don't Put 'l'hat rJemd 
9nstrument -Away! 
C)oin 'The E9 IA Concert (Jana 
Meets M & W 4:00-4:45 
One Credit Hour 
(!al~ ex. ~9,~;.tor; .CJ(Jfprro~W?.n,:\ 
"•• ·, "'~ 1 IJ ttr;b.i:orn101ill 11• rr, 
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Easlem flmis UnMnily, Charfeslon, IL 61920 . 
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rmer Eastern student to perform 
ekend concert to fund uniforms 
YR. CHINN 
kets for the Katherine Terrell 
rt Sunday are on sale in the 
Office in the Fine Arts Building. 
music department will sponsor 
cert which features the former 
m student at 3 p.m. Sunday in 
Concert Hall of the Fine Arts 
'ng. Tickets are $20 and . concert 
ds will help pay for new uni-
for the marching band, said 
h Manfredo, associate professor 
usic and director of Eastern's 
·ng band. 
rrell, a Charleston native, will 
with Eastem's wind ensemble 
phony orchestra. 
Charleston and my alma mater because 
it is exciting to see how much the 
school has grown in the music depart-
ment over the years," Terrell said. 
Terrell is a professional singer who 
has performed with major symphonies 
and opera companies across the coun-
try and worldwide. 
"Chicago Symphony Orchestra, St. 
Louis, Indianapolis, Houston, 
Pittsburgh, Detroit, Boston, Cincinnati 
- nearly every major symphony in the 
country," Manfredo said. 
"Others could have been invited to 
perform at the concert, but it's nice to 
see the alumni return to the school," he 
said. 
Terrell said. 
Terrell is known for her perfor-
mances from popular Broadway selec-
tions such as "Evita", "Cats", and "A 
Chorus Line," Manfredo said. 
"She's very well known in that 
venue - she's very popular," he said. 
Terrell will perform with the sym-
phony orchestra and wind ensemble 
performing stanzas such as "Send in 
the Clowns," "Musetta's Waltz" from 
"La Boheme," "Memory" from the 
musical "Cats" and a special grand 
finale titled "Le Jazz Hot" from 
"VictorNictoria". 
3 
's great to come back home to 
"I felt very honored when the school 
asked me to return back to myalma 
mater, especially for homecoming," 
"If my schedule permits, I hope to 
visit my friends, family and professors 
along with attending some of the 
homecoming events such as the parade 
and football game," Terrell said. Katherine Terrell 
s Robinson lII (left), a junior marketing major; checks out with Jocelyn Locke (right), senior eco-
ics major to vote for Homecoming King and Queen Monday afternoon at Martin Luther King Jr. 
iversity Union walk way. 
ews requests phone.contracts 
by the Board of Trustees yet" • Rose, custodian of records. 
;1 , University-officials said no con- The act also states a public ~~==---...,;.L;...:.:.. __ ~·-
Daily Easte'm N'~s mei a 
dom of Information Act 
day to request information 
eming a proposed telephone 
tat Eastern. 
new telephone service con-
t is being considered by the 
ident's Council, and will be 
' on by the Board of Trustees 
vember. 
e're in the process of signing 
contract) now," said Clay 
· , director of telecommuni-
s. "It hasn't been approved 
tract iQ.forrnation will be released record is information relating to 
-, ..... " 
until the contract is official. any grant or contract made by or 
"Until the contract is signed, we between a public body and another 
won't be releasing any informa- public body or private organiza-
tion," saicj Shelly Flock, director of tion. 
·media relations. Monte Bennett, director of pur-
The News requested a copy of chases, said he has not received 
all submitted bids, specifications any bids or contracts for phone 
for the new phone contract and a services. He also said he has not 
copy of the current telecommuni- received any phone service pur-
cations contract. According to the chase orders. 
Freedom of Information Act, the Hopkins said he could not 
university has seven business days release any information on the pro-
- hext Tuesday - to reply. The posed contract until it is voted on 
request was filed with Harriet by the BOT next month. 
Residents oppose 
address changes 
By BRITT CARSON 
City editor 
Charleston residents expressed 
their disproval of 89 proposed 
address changes for the Coles 
County 911 Service at a public 
hearing last night. 
Mayor Dan Cougill said the 
changes would help emergency 
crews. 
"The list of address changes is 
made up of streets that are dupli-
cates and we have some awfully 
crazy numbering in the west 
area," Cougill said. "We are con-
cerned that emergency vehicles 
can't find the addresses and if ' 
there is another street with the 
same name in another part of town 
the vehicles won't know which 
way to go." 
Commissioner John Winnett 
opposed the address change. 
"I have had three emergency 
calls to my house and the fire or 
police q1me within 2 1/2 min-
utes," Winnett said. 
Winnett said he asked towns-
people if they knew where James 
Street was and no one except the 
firemen and policemen could tell 
him where it was. 
"If all the firemen and police-
men know where it is, then there 
is no reason to change it," Winnett 
said. 
Eileen Wingler, a resident of 
Oakland who is affected in her 
town with address changes, 
thought the changes were a good 
idea. 
"The old addresses are alright 
when you always have the same 
emergency crew," Wingler said. 
"But when you hire a new person 
he may not know where th~ right 
street is and I wouldn't want to be 
the one they learn on." 
Cougill agreed with Wingler. 
"My concern is that we are at 
the stage where a lot of fireman, 
police and ambulance drivers are 
retiring and we are hiring a lot of 
people from out of town," Cougill 
said. "We are putting this chal-
lenge in front of them that doesn't 
need to be th whe11 W&.-l:i~ a;i 
·opportU11rty tv-kelp-t11e t111er~~cy 
services." 
Cougill stressed the city could 
always change the street names 
and numbers at a later date, but he 
does not want a tragedy to pro-
voke the change. 
· "I would sure like to do this 
before disaster happens, not 
after," Cougill said. 
Cougill said the city could 
leave the addresses the way they 
are now, but said he thinks the 
change would be beneficial. 
"I think we are leaving the city 
in bad condition," Cougill said. 
There were 16 people .that con~ 
J j I JI 
tacted the city requestmg address 
changes. The council agreed ~o 
only change those 16 addresses 
and to leave the rest of the 
addresses in Charleston the same. 
The council will vote on the issue 
at tonight's city council meeting. 
Corrections ____ _ 
An article in Tuesday's edition of The Daily Eastern News incorrect-
ly identified Martin Lawrence as a former member of the Second City 
comedy troupe. Martin Short was a member of the troupe. The News 
regrets the error. 
Toppera Celebratea HomeGoming 
t 2oz import ~ottles 
Corona • Dos Equis • Heineken • Bass • Guinness 
Harp • Moosehead • Labatt Blue • Grolsch 
Red Stripe • St. Pauli Light and Dark 
Weekend All Week Long 
S Get a 3.99 Med, 4.99 Lg. or 9.99 Ex. Lg. 
Cheese Pizza Add. Topping aoct 
Try Our Cheesesticks 
Sm. $3.99 
Med. $6.39 
Lg. $8.23 
"Ask About 
Our Party 
Orders" 
Buy an order of Cheesesticks for Reg. Price and get 
the next order half off all Sm., Med., and Lg. orders 
11 .t§ •t11 N tti t§ I ;1~t&ii 
Opinion page 
Editorials are the opinion of the Editorial Board. 
Columns are the opinion of the author. 
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Charleston . residents, 
officials lack concern 
for city government 
The proposed city manager form of govern-
ment would mean a radical change in 
Charleston's daily operations. The change, if 
passed Qn Nov. 5, would affect all residents. 
Although the change would affect all 
Charleston residents and Eastern students, at a 
recent forum to inform the community and 
answer questions about the proposed city manag-
., · er, only about 30 resi-
Ed • t • J dents showed up. I 0 r1a Residents of Charles-
ton need to be informed 
on how the city manager form of government 
works before they have to vote on it Nov. 5. The 
forum should have been packed with concerned 
citizens and students wanting to know how this 
proposal would affect their community. 
Under the new form of government, the city 
commissioners and the mayor would be in 
charge of policy making, and the city manager 
would take over the day-to-day affairs of the city. 
In reference to the city's transition after chang-
ing forms of government, Dick Hierstein, the 
first city manager of Pekin, said, "There are 
many adjustments for elected officials and othei: 
city employees." 
The community needs to be informed on how 
the decision will directly change their lives. By 
not being educated, residents and students may 
be choosing a form of government that would 
not be beneficial or would greatly increase 
Charleston as a whole. 
City managers have been successful in other 
communities of Charleston's size, but some have 
also failed. Residents and students need to edu-
cate themselves on the past and current experi-
ences of communities with city managers so they 
have a better idea on how it will affect 
Charleston. 
Residents and students should be urging offi-
cials for more educational forums from the city, 
and should be educating themselves so they 
make an informed decision on Nov. 5. 
We all need to become informed about the dif-
ferences and changes the city manager form of 
government could make, and instead of com-
plaining that nothing can be done, make an 
informed, vote. 
The community's voice is through the vote, 
and without education the vote is ineffective. 
' 'today's quote 
Any government is free to the people 
under it where the laws rule and the 
people are a party to the laws. 
-William Penn 
Award recipient accepts overdue apolog 
Is 20 years too long to wait 
for an apology? 
Vivian Malone Jones and 
James Hood don't believe it is. 
Jones received the first annual 
courage award named Thursday 
in honor of Lurleen Wallace, NATALIE GOTT 
former Alabama Gov. George Regular columnist 
Wallace's wife, according to an 
Oct. 11 article in CNN Inter-
active. 
The situation is a bit ironic. 
Wallace was the governor of 
Alabama in 1963. On June 11 that year, he stood on the 
front steps of the University of Alabama and blocked the 
entrance to a building when Jones and Hood, two 
African Americans, tried to register for classes. 
"I do hereby denounce and forbid this illegal and 
unwarranted action by the central government," Wallace 
said that day. 
The National Guard accompanied the two students to 
the school that day, but for the remainder of the year, 
they faced verbal harassment and ostracism throughout 
the following two years . 
And, now, more than 23 years later, Wallace presented 
Jones with the first annual Lurleen B. Wallace Award of 
Courage. 
The award will be presented annually to a woman who 
has made significant advancements in Alabama. Jones, 
who is now 54, became the first black graduate at the 
University of Alabama when she completed the school 
in 1965. 
Wallace's son George Wallace Jr., former Alabama 
treasurer, presented the award, a glass eagle to Jones. 
"The courage award is given to a woman who has 
overcome adversity ... to advance herself and the state," 
said Lurleen and George's daughter Peggy Wallace 
Kennedy. 
· Wallace did not comment at Thursday's award cele-
bration. Jones said he did speak to her privately . 
"He said he felt the state of Alabama is better now 
•I I 
"The incident, 
even 23 years 
later, is . 
impossible to 
forget." 
than it was as a result of 
has happened though the i 
gration and the desegregati 
the schools here," she sai 
the report. 
What else could he say? 
do you apologize for some 
that happened that long 
And how do you apologiz 
SOQlething so inhumane? 
Wallace renounced his b 
ed stances many years 
Considering the political 
mate in Alabama at the time, that is about the only 
he can do. The University of Alabama and Alab 
were in the spotlight when the civil rights move 
was at its peak. 
Presenting the award still doesn't erase the mar 
made on the those two people and on the civil ri 
movement. 
Jones and Hood had two options . They could 
accepted the apology like they did , or they could 
laughed in Wallace's face. 
They chose the right decision. 
"Mrs. Jones said she forgave Wallace long ag 
what he did," the CNN Interactive report said. "H 
who met Wallace for the first time in July, also has 
he.forgave the former governor." 
"I would have preferred that for it not to happen 
did," A USA Today report quoted Jones saying whe 
received the award. "I'm just happy that .. . we can c 
tonight to celebrate a change - a change of attitu 
change of feelings about what"s happening in this sta 
The incident, even 23 years later, is impossible to 
get. 
But Jones and Hood teach us to forgive . 
An apology is better late than never. 
-Natalie Gott is associate news editor and a reg 
columnist for Th e Daily Eastern News. Her e-
address is cunmg@bgu.edu. 
Chairman appreciates 
student, faculty help 
at Special Olympics 
your turn I suggest another survey, more ough and deeper than the one 
Ask about relationships, contra 
premarital sex, emotions, attractiv 
race playing a factor, homosex 
homophobia, gender roles, pre 
etc., as well as many more details 
subjects concerning sex. 
Dear editor: 
Special Olympian, or donated items to 
use during the day of the event, your 
assistance helped "to make this year's 
event one to remember for some I ,OOO 
Special Olympians, their families, care-
givers and volunteers. Also, a good way to research 
be random phone calls or sites on 
pus where a person can get a s 
and drop it off later in a box, 
course privately filling it out. Ha 
ident assistants pass out and pri 
collect these anonymous surveys. 
On behalf of Consolidated Comm-
unications and the Special Olympics 
Family Festival Committee, I would 
like to thank all student and faculty vol-
unteers who participated or otherwise 
had a part in this year's SOFF on Sept. 
21. Your commitment to this event is 
shown by its continued growth and suc-
cess. 
The 13th Annual SOFF, sponsored 
by Consolidated Communications and 
supported by dozens of companies and 
organizations, is officially over, but not 
soon to be forgotten. As chairman of 
SOFF, it was wonderful to see the gen-
erous outpouring of community support 
for this event. Not only did various 
organizations from East Central Illinois 
volunteer and support SOFF, but many 
students and faculty volunteers took 
part as well, by being a Friend-For-A-
Day to Special Olympians. Without all 
of you, SOFF would not be the huge 
success that it is year in and year out. 
organizations such as the Black S 
Leon Flood Union, Black Greek Council, 
1996 SOFF chairman American Student Organiza Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Student offers advice Union, Panhellenic Council, 
fraternity Council, the Multi-C to The Verge on ho·w Student Union, Student Senate 
Again, thanks to everyone who bad a 
part in SOFF. No matter the part you 
played, without SOFF would not be 
possible, nor would hundreds of 
Special Olympians have this special 
day to remember. 
Whether you attended SOFF as a 
volunteer or Friend-For-A-Day to a 
• thousands of other organization to give out new survey fill the campus, surveys for their 
Dear editor: , bers to fill out so the survey c diverse and all-encompassing. I am writing in response to The 
Verge article on sex on campus. This 
article was poorly researched, inconclu-
sive and did not give an overall view of 
sex on campus. How can a survey of 
only 20 participants be reflective of a 
campus of more than 11,000 students? 
Thank you and please consi 
suggestion, although critical, but 
suggestion for a better survey. 
Chad 
sophomore undeclared 
. . . . . ' . . . . . . ... 
viewpoint 
ew colleg~ needs to be renamed 
Tuesday, October 15, 1996 
5 
your turn 
ofessor.offers suggestions on 'University Bundle' 
'Let kids be kids' before they 
are robbed of their childhood l IVirite regarding the "Univ~rsity College," ostensi-
proposed by Assistant Vice President for Academic 
airs Charles Evans. · 
lpace limitations here preclude discussion of such 
'cs as the probability that Evans, Vice President for 
emic Affairs Terry Weidner and Eastern President 
id loms intend to subsume within the "college" all 
-level courses, adult and continuing education and 
Writing, reading and math centers; the fact that the 
ege" has no relationship to "Goals and Objectives" 
ted in Jorns' November 1993 "Strategic Plan," or 
w this fact explains Joms' recent announcement to 
Council of University Planning and Budgeting that 
wants new goals and objectives· drawn up pronto; or 
ntroversial Counseling Center component of the 
liege." a component Senator Gail Richard would 
ve us believe is "separate" from the University 
llcge concept (of course it isn't separate; it's part of 
s' proposal and one of six student services initially 
nded to comprise what Senator Gary Foster has 
led the Univemity C~llege "bundl~·~. 
lb!itt<ld, 'IJ.;wgca fu p:ropOiflltfumenommre. for: ~-:new 
~tl1Jorl.fs 1~e1}>d~tuMd rtor.1aw.o'te;· Following 
ster's user-friendly lead, Eastern could call it the 
'versity Bundle," but that has associations with old 
papers ready for recycling, or grocery bags, or 
coli or cauliflower. No, Eastern needs a more accu-
te titular designation for the new "college," so (pro-
se we call it the College of Academic Affairs, the 
st •college" on Eastem's campus to derive its non-
gogical identity and membership from administra-
Drs and administrative staff, for administrators and 
lministrative staff, with its own "college" budget. 
Here's the budgetary beauty of it: Its "college" bud-
t could supplement the budget of Academic Affairs. 
deed. the new College of Academis:: Affairs could 
en serve as a means by which the Academic Affairs 
a, outside the "college," could compete with the four 
~sting academic colleges for a bigger slice of the bud-
jetary pie, for of course the vice president for academic 
ff airs would have,)», 1fµ9,9 .~ ,,lle.W \col.kge," thereby 
iot seeming to fufid his own are~ in an unfairly exces~ 
lve way. 
Let's not forget that Evans has appointed himself 
lean of the new "college," so iCs quite probable he'll 
e more persuasive than those other deans with his boss 
· the acting vice president for academic affairs - when 
t comes to determining how big the slices of the bud-
letary pie will be for the colleges in any given fiscal 
DAVID CARPENTER 
Guest columnist 
year. 
" ... Eastern needs 
a more accurate 
titular designation 
for the new 
'college,' so I 
propose we call it 
the College of 
Academic Affairs 
,, 
Actually, the "college" proposal would be much 
cleaner, the budgetary implications much clearer, if 
Weidner named himself Acting Dean of the College of 
Academic Affairs, so he would be thereafter acting 
Vice President for Academic Affairs/Provost and 
Acting Dean, and Evans would be Assistant to the 
Acting Vice President for Academic Affairs/Assistant 
to th'e Acting Dean. Granted, this arrangement and 
over-emphasis upon "acting" would make Evans' offi-
cial position seem temporary, but it wouldn't seem 
right to have him appear, via title(s), more secure or 
permanent in his position(s) ~n his boss (especially in 
a "college" without a centralized location, without fac-
ulty and without credit-yielding, academic courses). 
In any event, the above-proposed titular designations 
would be consistent with what Jorns unctuously calls 
the "altruistic" purpose of the new "college." They 
would more clearly indicate to Eastem's community 
that the so-called "level [budgetary] playing field," that 
Jorns' administration touted as the goal for consolidat-
ing six colleges into four a short while back, has grow-
ing in its middle a tumorous hump, what Senator Bill 
Kirk described as "creeping up like a bad infection," 
for which "we don't have an antibiotic." 
We do have an antibiotic: i.e., we can, as a campus 
community, say No tQ. ~ prupoi;al and the administra- ·, 
tive arrogance that ~a'llfnett the +dea Eastern needs a 1 
"college" of administrators, a monument to administra-
tive bloat, a polyp of philistinism. By saying no we can 
prevent an incipient tumor from becoming a cancer that 
will appropriate itself ever more budgetary nutrients 
that, more properly, should nourish the vital, ac.ademic 
colleges. 
Dear Editor: 
America's youth is being robbed. Most people know 
. about Jonathan Prevette, the first grader who kissed a 
classmate. Has society become so sensitive to offending 
others that children can't have a childhood? 
Maybe I'm getting old and yearning for a Norman 
Rockwell life, One thing I do know: the classic 
· American lifostyle is endangered. The lifetime job is a 
relic. One income isn't enough to support a family. The 
Russians aren't the bad guy. In a changing world, some-
thing has to stay the same, a common thread that every-
body relates to. 
Let kids be kids. Valentines, cooties, freeze-tag, see-
saws an4 little kisses are all part of the experience. 
Adult life is hard enough. Let someone have a care-free 
life, free from lawsuits and political correctness. We all 
look back on our own "Happy Days" to escape the rigors 
of reality. Don't deprive youngsters of a sanctuary 
everyone needs in tough times. 
Kids learn right from wrong. Parents see to th~t as .Ela. 
teachers. Someone applied adult rules to chi'ldr~ii; lfiiai:'S 
not the way childhood works, damn it! 'kidi l(id:irt-;~9 
the harm in many things so parents give lertiency for the 
most part. Millions of kids have done things that for an 
adult are illegal or unacceptable because they don't 
know better. · 
Childhood is the one time that people can make mis-
takes and not be jailed. Learning what not to do is what 
being a kid is all about. 
In conclusion, think about this: Adults made play-
grounds safer to protect kids from hurting themselves. Is 
it necessary to protect kids from being kids? 
L~tter policy 
Christopher Michalides 
Senior history major 
' - . .. . - . 
The Daily Eastern News enco11rages letters to the editor 
concerning local, state, national or international issues. 
Letters should be less than 350 words. For the letter to 
be printed, the name of the author, the author's telephone 
number, year in school and current major must be includ-
ed. If necessary, letters will be edited according to length 
and space at the discretion of the editorial page editor or 
the editor in chief. 
;tudent complains about 
ntoxicated pedestrians 
lisrespecting property 
your turn unknown students who may or may not choose the Eastern Illinois- Honors Program as a result of this decision. 
the following reason. 
Both students told police that they did 
not want others to read about a retail theft 
at Wal-Mart. This in the minds of the 
girls, or common law breakers, shows a 
pattern of repetitive behavior, thus giving 
them legal justificatiQn to. r~Q· >h~ §tfh 
dents, professors and .. ai! :o~lJ~r: r.f~~rs~ 
not to mention the metcliaiitS' wlio 1Jse 
The Daily Eastern News to help suppo~ 
their businesses. 
lear editor: . 
In the early hours of Saturday, Sept. 29, 
taittifght!®im)l:aaipw!Mo~ was parked 
~ewn~1 ~crbetic;t-el:os11 1, ~ the 
lptuw'Studid~ 'W'as~·Sll\asned · by the 
laddied foot of an undoubtedly south-
DUnd individual. Being that I am usually 
rking in the Sculpture Studio during the 
arly morning hours, I have become quite 
ustomed to the inebriated wave of bar-
oers walking, and often stumbling, back 
> their respective apartments, dorms and. 
ernity houses. Though this can some-
1me be a rather amusing affair to 
bserve, it is unfortunately destructive. 
~m the trail of bottles, party debris and 
asional puddle of vomit to the vandal-
~d buildings, cars and sculptures, dam-
ge frequently results. 
I am inclined to wonder why the need 
lr such displays, '¥hich only complicate 
1e lives of campus grounds keepers and 
1Jtanders, like myself. Are these the 
eeds of childish individuals trying to 
ltain some twisted concept of manliness, 
1 an attempt to impress, but only exclaim-
tg immaturity? Is there some sort of tally 
tat is kept by such groups, in which at the 
nd of the weekend the person with the 
leatest amount or most belligerent of acts 
rins some perverse award? Maybe these 
re just naive and ill-directed efforts at 
~tting a date. Who knows? 
By any means, these acts are unneces-
llf)' and do nothing but cause undue grief 
nd perpetuate stereotypes toward college 
students. If these people wish to be treated 
like adults, perhaps they should start act-
ing like them; or go back to kindergarten, 
whichever is appropriate. 
~-~rey Netherton 
senior art and philosophy major 
Honors student believes 
studying in foreign lands 
should not be mandatory 
Dear editor: 
The Daily Eastern News might have 
missed the point on this one. 
As an hon<)t~ student, I support a 
semester of study abroad. I agree that it is 
a valuable, educational opportunity to 
learn about "another culture in a foreign 
country," according to The News on Oct. 2. 
I don't know a single honors student who 
would argue against that. 
But the value of the program is not the 
issue. What I will aigue against, and what 
I hope President Joms, Dr. Lasky and all 
the designers of the program, will recon-
sider (as the Council on Academic Affairs 
did not) is the word "required." 
I waht to emphasize that I know the pro-
gram will not affect me. l know that I will 
graduate under my own catalog and the 
requirements for me to graduate with hon-
ors will not change. My concern about the 
idea of a required semester abroad is altru-
istic; I choose to speak out for future and 
It is my understanding that the word 
"required" will make it easier to fund the 
program through grants and contributions. 
Perhaps I can't understand how whether 
the program is voluntary or required 
makes a difference in the amount of 
money the program would get. Perhaps 
that is something President Joens could 
answer for me. 
I am lucky enough to enjoy the opportu-
nities and challenges the honors program 
has to offer. I have volunteered to partic-
ipate in the first pilot program to Belgium 
in Spring 1998, and I am looking forward 
to the possibility of a semester abroad. The 
difference is, unlike future honors stu-
dents, I will be choosing to go. 
Amanda Perry 
sophomore psychology major 
Newspaper thieves acted 
criminally, should have 
receive heavier penalties 
Dear editor: • 
I am not made of saintly material, and I 
do not claim to be. I believe that the two 
girls involved in the criminal act involv-
ing the theft of 8,000 newspapers acted 
immaturely. Their sociopathic personali-
ties endanger our free society: In other 
words, the two girls are pathetic represen-
tatives of students at Eastern Illinois 
University and they should be responsible 
for full restitution, criminally charged and 
dismissed from the university based on 
Eight thousand papers. I am appalled 
and disgusted the two girls did not want 
people to read this article, "so they gath-
ered up as many copies as they could find 
and threw them away." I am 27 years old 
and I do not know 8,000 people, although 
the criminal wretches knew possibly 
more people. That is a lot of people for 
anyone to know; that is almost th~ en~irr 
student body. Furthermore, this criniilfal 
act hurt the community and the environ-
ment! The stolen papers could have been 
safely hidden at a recycling center, where 
at least the paper would not just create 
more problems in an over-filled landfill. 
Name recognition in newspapers con-
cerning criminal cases in certain 
instances deterred future criminal acts. 
Wal-Mart and the impact on the commu-
nity from the papers being stolen ... 
what's next? What if these two girls get 
wind of this letter when it is to be pub-
lished? Are they going to attempt to steal 
the papers again? Congratulations to 
Campus Police for performing their 
duties in a quick and efficient manner, but 
I am disappointed that criminal charges 
were not implemented. 
Mitchell Lammers 
junior English major 
a·. Tuesday,October15, 1996 -The o.Dy Eastem _ Ne 
Eastern student in serious condition after accident 
By MELISSA WROBEL 
Staff writer 
with bruised lungs. He is scheduled for surgery Tuesday 
for his neck injury. 
another car heading north on I 57. 
An Eastern student who was injured in a car accident 
Sunday remains in serious condition at Barnes Jewish 
Hospital. 
Hart, a band member, was travelling with another stu-
dent, Jennifer Lyon, 21, of Charleston, when the accident 
occurred. 
State Police District 21 said the two students were 
heading south on Interstate 57 (around mile marker 272) 
when Hart ran off the road and onto the shoulder striking 
a tow truck and the broken down vehicle. 
Hart was charged with improper lane usage and 
1991 Mazda 626 he was driving was totalled, poli 
reports stated. 
Damages to the other three vehicles involved were 
estimated at over $500. All persons involved in the 
dent were wearing seat belts and sent to St. Mary 
Hospital in Kankak:ee or Carl Hospital in Champaign. 
Students may send cards to him at 947 4th st. apt 13. 
Michael Hart, 22, of Charleston, was airlifted to Barnes 
Jewish Hospital in St. Louis. He is in serious condition 
· suffering from broken vertebrae in his lower neck along · Hart and Lyon then crossed the median and struck 
Lyon, who works for the marching band, was not se 
ously injured. She was bruised and had mild pain. 
Panel to raise hunger awareness for World Food Da 
By THERESA GAVLIN 
Activities editor 
A panel to inform Eastern 
students about what is b~ing 
done to end hunger and to help 
increase awareness about 
hunger will be held Wednesday. 
both to increase awareness and 
to consider ways to fight 
hunger," Ruth Dow, World 
Food Day Coordinator said. 
Krista Erickson, an Eastern 
student from the Student 
Volunteer Center, will also be 
on the panel. 
' ' This is the first 
time as it happens 
that a student will be on 
the panel." 
"People can watch our tabl 
on WEIU's broadcast and the 
they can come and see ours, 
Dow said. 
Dow said the panel members 
will be focusing on how people 
can learn to help themselves. 
"This is the first time as it 
happens that a student will be 
on the panel," Dow said. 
-Ruth Dow 
. World Food Day 
Coordinator 
The first part of the teleco 
ference will be an intematio 
panel and the second part wi 
be the panel answering call-· 
"People Power: A Harvest of 
Hope" will be from noon to 1 
p.m. in Room 210 of Coleman 
Hall. 
The members of the panel 
will include Dawn Thompson, a 
crop specialist; Charles Dow, 
from · Heifer Project 
International; and Wanda 
Richardson, part of the 
Coalition for People in Need. 
An international teleconfer-
ence will be broadcasted live by 
WEIU from 11 a.m. to noon and 
from I to 2 p.m. t-oday. 
questions, Dow said. 
"World Food Day is celeb 
ed once a year on Oct. 16 bu 
"World Food Day is celebrat-
ed worldwide every Oct. 16 
The international teleconfer-
ence deliberately stops for tM. 
Eastern community to attend 
. ~e ~ik~- t~ ~pgp~si~ ~at it's 
the panel and find· out how to vear-round sort of 1trit.\ it." Do help, Dow said. flj '}V ''.llGt.~-.om tm:.> ~w ,~,.~ 
City Council expected to pass approval for 
improvements to th~ Water Treatment plant 
By BRITT CARSON 
City editor 
The Charleston City Council Tuesday is 
expected to pass the bid approval for the 
Lime Slaker system and for street resurfacing 
for the Water Treatment Plant. 
The city council will meet at 7 p.m. in the 
Municipal Building, 520 Jackson Ave. 
The council also is -expected to approve a 
resolution to authorize bids for a new wam-
tin~lr11n· for t4Jer1Ji1110Tp11cy Serwoes--aM 
- Disaster 'Agency: " · - · - · - • " • 
If approved, the bids then will be submit-
ted to the council who will vote on them at a 
later date: 
The council is expected to approve the 
advertising for bids on a new grit chamber for 
the Waste Water Treatment Plant. 
Effective Oct 11th-17th 
The Ghost And The Oarlmess(R 
DTS Digitlll IOlnf Daily 4:45,7:15 
9:C> Fri-Mon mats 2:15 
Glimmerman(R} Dlitf 5:33,B:a> 
10:10 Fri-Mon mats 2: 45 
The Mighty Ducks 3(PG) Diiiy 
4:15,6:45,9:15 Fri-Mon ma 1 :'415 
First Wives Club(PG~ 
The grit chamber is a large screen that fil-
ters out any large items that are flowing 
through the sewers and holds them in the 
chamber. 
The city council also is expected to annex 
the United Pentecostal Tabernacle Church 
into Charleston based on a petition by the 
Chairman of Board of Deacons Gary Davis. 
The council also is expected to approve a 
resolution on several street closings for the 
Kiwanis Halloween Parade on this Saturday 
.f~ i3 ta S· p..m: 
, Tli1f'!tt~t cto~ttgs •are ftdit1 f\.llOnMc 
Avenue between Eighth and Sixth Streets; 
Jackson Avenue· between Sixth and Seventh 
Street; Seventh Street from Jackson Avenue 
to Monroe Avenue and Sixth Street from 
Monroe Avenue to Jackson Avenue. 
urplus m1htary planes to used 
to douse fires for forest service 
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP) -
President Clinton broke from 
debate practice Monday to sign a 
-bill designed to allow ·surplus mili-
tary airplanes to be used to douse 
wildfires. 
The measure, which passed 
Congress easily, lets the Pentagon 
sell airplanes to private Forest 
Service contractors who dump 
water on flaming forests . The 
Forest Service: needs .. to. teplace its 
agtng fleet of 39 'ti\ritets'. .. 
"The beauty we see here and, 
indeed, throughout the West is very 
deep, but it's also fragile," Clinton 
said. "We know that wildfires can 
ravage the landscape, threaten peo-
pie, devastate homes and farms and 
businesses." 
The White House normally: 
finds scenic settings for presiden-
tial announcements - and there is 
no shortage of beautiful spots in 
this city in the shadow of the 
Sandia Mountains. But the presi• 
dent, deep in preparation for 
Wednesday night's showdown with 
Bob Dole, did not want to wander 
from.his hQtel. 
So~ !lfbdtl'OO;a· ffbtlcdsl:Uft~ 
in a parking lot behind his Holiday 
Inn. Fire trucks and rental vans 
were parked on either side of the 
president to 'provide a security 
buffer. 
Suburban Express is pleased to announce: 
~a~' Express Bus 
to Oakbrook & Woodfield 
5.11>, 7:45, 10:00 Frl-Man rnlls 23> 
The long Kiss Goodnight(R) 
43>, 1:30.1o:m Ffl.Mon nm 1 :3l 
That Thing You Do (PG) o.ly 
5:15,7:'45, 10:10 F~ me1s 21D 
Fly Away Home(PG) ~411> 
l13l,9:(X) fzt.llan "'* 1 :15 
Uptowner Unplugged 
• Only ONE STOP before proceeding to 
Oakbrook and Woodfield 
• NO TRANSFER at U of I 
The Chamber(R) DTS Dlgllal 
80l.n1~4:a>,7:CD,93> 
Fri-Mon mlll 1:CD 
Acoustic Jam Session 
European Imports 
$1.50 • Heineken & Becks 
J 5• LllNICU~L NORTH WOODS 16oz l>RAFTS 
• Faster Service! Leaves AFTER the 
Union's bus and arrives BEFORE the 
Union's bus (How? Fewer stops!) 
• Friday: Leaves EIU at 3:15 pm 
Arrives Oakbrook at 6:45 pm 
Arrives Woodfield at 7:20 pm 
• Sunday: Leaves Woodfield at 5:1 O pm 
Leaves Oakbrook at 5:45 pm 
Arrives EIU 9:15 pm 
• 2:10 pm bus still serves all stops 
Suburban Express 
Next to Jerry's Pizza 
345-5880 
resentation to focus on success in business 
An award-winning member of 
national government will speak 
Eastern today about how to get 
in the business world. 
Nancy Darr will present "Sharks, 
pies and Success in the 
World" at 7 p.m. in Room 
Lumpkin Hall. 
l)arr, the executive director of 
the Acquisition Center in the 
Department of Veterans Affairs, 
was selected as the 1995 Federal 
Executive of the Year, said Sid 
Dudley, an associate professor of 
Management and Marketing. She 
also received the 1995 Hammer 
Award, presented by Vice President 
Al Gore, in recognition of her con-
tributions to the reinventing gov-
ernment program. 
"It's one of the programs out of 
the executive branch Gore has been 
heading up," Dudley said. "The 
' idea is to make government more 
efficient and more responsive to the 
needs of the public." 
Dudley said Darr has been rec-
ognized for ''transforming a tradi-
tional government agency into a 
service oriented, cost efficient busi-
ness." 
Darr will also be speaking in 
front of select business cl~s and 
family and consumer science class-
es. 
Monday, Darr spoke in front of 
her first class at Eastern, and will 
be speaking every day until 
Thursday to other classes. Darr will 
also be speaking at the Women's 
Advocacy Council meeting at 2 
p.m. on Thursday. 
Darr was made an executive in 
residence in the Lumpkin College 
of Business and Applied Sciences, 
Dudley said. This program brings 
in experienced executives tem-
porarily to provide students with 
infonnation of the business main-
stream. 
"We try to bring in successful 
executives to the classroom to 
broaden the educational experience 
of our students," Dudley said. 
He added the speakers help to 
reinforce what the professo~ and 
textbooks teach in the classrooms . 
... 
Senate to expand five committees Easter~ a~thors ho~ored 
~E1:f KOPPEN registered. 1,1~2 studen.ts to vote before the: at publ1sh1ng reception !J!!! wnter Oct. 8 registration deadhne: 
A Student Government executive member 
Student Government executive members 
have been assigned to Student Senate com-
IDittees to better serve the students needs. 
Senate Speaker Jeff Zilch said the joint 
)enture would better help the two groups 
work iojp~h~r ~Q.~at~. co~Fpn ~oals: \<we feel we can more iil'f:'~tively serve the 
students as a conglomerate~ch said. 
He cited the voter registration drive as a 
llUCCessful collaboration. 
Student Senate and Student Government 
will be serve on the Committee on Academic By DEANNA BOREN 
Affairs, the Committee of Governmental ::;.Staff=~w;.;.;n;.:..te;;::;=..r _______ _ 
Affairs, the Committee on Housing and 
University Development, the Committee on 
Student Awareness and the Committee on. 
University Relations. 
This projc;ct sh.ould keep the executive 
members and the committees fro~ doubling 
up on work by working on the same project, 
said Brian Anderson, vice president for public 
affairs. 
The Eleventh Annual Publishing 
Scholars Reception to honor 
Eastern faculty who have done 
work on a publication will be held 
on Wednesday 
The College of Sciences and the 
College of Arts and Humanities 
will honor faculty Wednesday 
from 3 to 5 p.m. at in the 1895 
...... --------------------------------' Room of the Martin Luther King· p f t • t• t t• Jr. University Union. ro ~ssor 0 give auc ion presen a ion w::~~~tya!~~=st~~dwe~i~~~~e~~~ 
yTHERESA GAVLIN auction etiquette, scams and (Department) asked me if I those who have revised published 
'vities editor will list local auctions that wanted to give it here," Mills works and created artistic works, 
people can attend, said said. will be recognized for works pub-
A presentation will be held Melanie Mills, associate pro- Mills said she expects a lished within the last year. 
o inform Eastern students fessor of speech communica- good turnout for the presenta- Lida G. Wall, Dean of College 
out the history of auctions tions. tion. of Sciences, said 32 percent of the 
nd to give students basic Mills said attending auc- "I've had a lot of people call college's faculty will be recog-
wledge on how to get good tions can become addictive. me asking what time it was," nized for a wide variety of pub-
bargains at auctions. "Once people go to one or Mills said. "I imagine there'll lished materials. 
"A Look at Rural A.~9™'~f,',' ., _j~o \apc_til?,~~· ~~r,:r.J?)?.~lt~, ~ ;~$ood crowd." "Many of these are research pro-
wilJ bt 111 p.m. ... tpda)l,AD· the,.."much liook~ M'ilU:.sw. , 1 "':'..~is ipre~e.Q.~ipn.wH>. be ~~t~l1 ~it~'!fSbmetswe ftf"U 
artinsville Room of the Mills said she originally held in conjunction with department sees a problem, ana-
artin Luther King Jr. gave this presentation in Las Eastern's ce)ebration of Ans lyzes it, develops a testable 
niversity Union. Vegas last spring for the and Humanities Month. hypothesis and reaches a solution 
The speech will cover the Popular Culture Association. The presentation is open to that is published." 
·story ef auctions, what peo- ''It went real well, and the the public and there is no The works of the faculty who 
le .can expect at auctions, Arts and Humanities charge to attend. will be recognized will be pub-
'' 
Many of these are 
research projects." 
-Lida G. Wall 
Dean of College of Science 
lished from Aug. 31 to Sept~~r 
of the next year. Most publishers 
are journals and book companies, 
she said. 
"The reception is a good oppor-
tunity to recognize our faculty for 
the research work they are produc-
ing," Wall said. 
Jeffrey Lynch, Assistant Dean of 
the College of Arts and 
Humanities, said many of the col-
l~ge 's faculty Jllso will be recog-
nized for books, articles, novels, 
paintings and commissions to 
music that have been published 
within the last year. 
~'filK.Tooe}1tKiR• is'lii ~ ~,;to 
celebrate scholarfy'>'Mid'1!rea'liVe 
activity along with their published 
accomplishments," Lynch said. 
The wine and cheese reception 
is an annual event and is open to 
all publishers, colleagues, adminis-
trators and students. 
Eastern Illinois University Theatre 
prnlllts 
75( 10oz. Drafts 
~cept Killians-
zen Mixers sm. $2.10 
lg. $3.10 
TRY OUR 
INTERACTIVE TRIVIA 
])INNER SPECIAL 
HACIENDA 
Steak Sandwich 
only $5.50 
EVERYONE NEEDS 
l'll<>RE l'llONEVI 
Rlght? 
SC> .. . ""hY r-1 c:>'t sell y<:>ur 
UrJ.""'antecl tt:em• lrJ. 
'Th• Dall~ Ea•Jt•rn Ne--. 
~ Sec:tloral 
Looking for Work??? 
Come to Western Staff Services 
student recruitment day at Krackers 
This We~nesday from 1- 4 
-
•Refreshments •Prizes 
Valid ID required 
for more information call 345-1303 
or look us up on the web 
http://www.advant.com/westem 
A d v e r t i s e 
in The Daily E~c;tern News 
F4SHION 
DD the laimtage Daadna Fill Arts Cater · 
8 p.m. October I 0, 11,.1 I, I B, 17, 18, 11 
2 p.m. October 20, 1118 
Tickets are $8 adalts1 
$6 senior citizen, faalty/staff 1 yoatb 
$3.50 stadents 
--......... : 
llllUltllflr ....... 
. .. '* ifBlllll! 
. 
classified advertisin October 15, 1996 . The Dally Eastern New 8 
. -... 
Services Offered 
SAVE MONEY ON AUTO 
INSURANCE call Bill Hall or Dan 
Castle at 345-7023 or stop by 
Hall Insurance 1010 East Lincoln. 
_________ 10/23 
Help Wanted 
SPRING BREAK! Cancun, 
Mazatlan from $399. Lowest price 
guaranteed! Sell 15 trips and 
travel free plus cash. Call 
Sunbreaks 1-800-446-8355 
_________ 10/15 
NEED CASH? WE BUY cd's, 
tapes, video games. Music 
Exchange. 234-3668 
_________ 1219 
CHRISTMAS IS COMING AVON 
HAS LOTS OF GIFTABLES. Eam 
extra money now. 345-4197. 
,,,--------,--=---..,10/31 
Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS!!! 
INDIVIDUALS and GROUPS 
wanted to promote SPRING 
BREAK!!° Call INTER-CAMPUS 
PROGRAMS at 1-800-327-6013 
or http://www.icpt.com 
10/21 
c-=-=o -=-M'""E,..-J-:-:0=-:17-:N,........,O""'u...,,R=--=TEAMI 
Consolidated Market Response is 
looking for •articulate• •enthusias-
tic* energetic individuals to make 
and receive calls. We are now 
hiring fof f!Jll-time day and part-
lime evening shifts. We offer paid 
trainin.9. $6.00/hr to start. Weekly 
paycllecks. Fiexible schedules 
and opportunities for advance-
ment. Call us for details at 348-
5250. 
_________ 10/21 
CLEANING HELP NEEDED for 
private home, 4-6 hrs/week, call 
after 5, 345-7998 
10/17 
'"'N-=E=E"'D--=E=-=-x""'T:-::R:-A,--C"'""A..,...S.,,.,..,H~? Earn 
money fast stuffing envelopes at 
home. Free supplies. Send 
S.A.S.E. to Mailing Services 3712 
north Broadway Box #302 
Chicago, II 60613. Immediate 
response. 
" 10/18 
""K=o"'K .. O .... M""O,..--J,..,O"'E""'""S'""-s"'"e- afood, 
steaks and ribs. Opening Nov. 
1996 now accepting applications 
for all positions. 8am-4pm Mon-
Fri. 516 Piatt Ave., Mattoon. 
. 1.1114 
PAfi'f 'TfM@i ''HE'rl5 ''gra~hic 
design. Must have excellent 
Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop 
skills. Flexible hours 345-9194 
_________ 10/18 
LOCAL DOCTOR LOOKING for 
Aerobics Instructor for month of 
November Fitness class. Call 
345-9600 
_________ 10121 
Help Wanted 
SPRING BREAK '97. LOWEST 
PRICES TO FLORIDA, 
JAMAICA, CANCUN, BAHAMAS, 
& CARNIVAL CRUISES. HIRING 
CAMPUS REPS. ENDLESS 
SUMMER TOURS. 1-800-234-
7007 
--------~12/9 
Adoption 
WARM.z. LOVING COUPLE 
WANT;:, TO ADOPT AN 
INFANT. Much love, security, 
happiness to give. Married 6 
years. Beautiful, comfortable 
home and nursery. Legal and 
Confidential. Call Joan and Jeff 
800-278-0096, access #96. 
10/16 
W"'E,.--,A""'R""E~A_,_.....Y,.,.O"'"u=N~G=-.~p~R~OFES-
S IONAL couple desperately 
seeking the opportunity to love, 
adore and nurture your child. 
We can offer your child a warm 
and loving immediate and 
extended family. Please help 
make our dreams come true 
and call Michael and Julie at 1-
800-644-1701 access #96 
________ 10/25 
Sublessors 
NICE MOBIL HOME suitable for 
one or couple. Available Dec. 15 
$250, water and trash included. 
Phone 348-1341 
11/5 
LA=-=R=a=E,--,-1 -=B=E=D=R=o=o_,.,M,.._A.,..,P~A RT-
MENT NEAR SQUARE. Sublet 
Jan. through July. $275 + security 
deposit. Call 345-1574 after 6 
pm. 
10121 s=P~A~c=1=o~u=s,........~E=F=F=1c~IENCY 
APARTMENT ·Uptown area. 
$275/month includes parking, 
trash, water and heat. Great 
value for Spring and Summer, 
Pets welcome. Call 348-5528 
. 10/15 
1-2 FEMALES SPRING '97 
ORCHARD PARK 345-5322. 
10/16 
F=E=Mc=-A=--=L-=E=-s=u'""B=L-=E=s=s=o=R'"""tR~o-oM-
MATE WANTED, nonsmoker-now 
or spring semester. $21 O/month· 
will pay last month's rent! 345· 
9612 leave message 
_______ __ 10/15 ' 
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED For 
spring. XL Apt. with poollable, 
trash and water paid. Great loca-
tion. 345-5197 
_________ 10/18 
SUBLESSOR NEEDED IMMEDl-
ATEL Y and/or for Spring '97. 
$165/Mo. plus deposit Call 348-
8275. 
_________ 10115 
For Rent 
WANTED UPPER-GLASSMAN 
OR GRADUATE, female non· 
smoker to share a 2 bedroom fur-
nished apartment. McArthur 
Manor 345-2231. 
12/9 
a=~u~1E=T-2-B~E=D-R~O-O-M~FUR-
NISHED APARTMENT. McArlhur 
Manor. 345-2231 
12/9 
=s=p=R~IN-G~-N-l~C-E_1_B~E-D_R_OOM 
APARTMENT. Near downtown. 
Water and Trash included. $250 
monthly. Call 348-8729 
_________ 10/16 
For Sale 
APPLE PRINTER Stylewriter 
1200. Macintosh Software. Call 
345--4612 
~--------10/12 
The Daily Eastern News 
Classified Ad Form 
Name: _______________ _ 
Address: ______________ _ 
Under Classification of:--------------
Expiration code (office use only) __________ _ 
Person accepting ad. ______ Cor.,.itor ____ _ 
no. WOldl/days Amount d :$ ____ _ 
Vayment: Q Cash Q Check Q Credit 
Phone: 
-------'Student 0 Yes 0 No 
Dates to run - - -------------
Ad to read: 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with vafld ID 15 cents per word first 
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. 
Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY.ff() EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to ecit or refuse ads 
considered libelous or in bad taste. 
For Sale 
MENS LEATHER COAT and 
Mens Trench coat. Reptile Lamp 
and accessories. Make Good 
Gifts! 345-5197 
~--------10/17 
MICROWAVE, COUCH, CHRIST-
MAS TREE, & Kitchen table for 
sale. Call 348-1360 & ask for 
Todd 
10/12 
-5 -=s-=T,..,.A=R-A.....,M..,.E=R=-1-=c-A..,.N~R-ACI NG 
WHEELS fits 4 bolt pattern $350 
OBO 342-5952 
-~"'"'",..._.,-,-___, ___ ..,....,,=-10/12 
15x8 CHROME REVERSE RIMS, 
5 lub directional style with spin-
ners/ 50cc tires exc. condition. 
Will fit GEO tracker/Suz. 
Sidekick. $300. 345-1292. 
10/16 
A7 =--=M=E=R..,.,I c=-A:-:N-:-----=R-:-ACI NG 
WHEELS/TIRES, 14" 350/0BO 
fits 4 bolt pattern. 342-5952 
10/17 c"'HA,...,...,.,N""'D""'L-=E=R-=B.....,A-=ss....,....,,G,..,.U""'1~=A-=R: hard 
shell case included, GREAT play-
ing that even has a whammy barl 
Yes, a bass with a whammy bar. 
Must see . Onfy $335. Paul 
#2008-lease msg. 
--,...,,....,~-=~---~---=-1 0/15 
1993 TRACKER CONVERTIBLE, 
AT, PS, AC, Low Miles, Like New 
Cbndition. One owner. Call 849-
3428. 
_________ 10/16 
Lost & Found 
THIN RIMMED TORTOISE Shell 
glasses found in Speech 
Communications department In 
Carmen Hall 119CH. 2016 
_________ 10/16 
Announcements 
NRHH MEMBERS: Meeting 
tonight In Kansas Room 6 p.m. 
10/15 
A..,..,TT=E=N=T~1o=N..,....,.A'"'LL,.--:CS=Tu'""D=E=NTS!ll 
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS 
AVAILABLE FROM SPON-
SORS!ll NO REPAYMENTS, 
EVER!!!$$$ CASH FOR COL-
LEGE$$$ FOR INFO: 1-800-
243-2435 
12/9 
=E771 U..,......,.H.,..,A'"'S=-cA'"'L""W""A'"""Y""s=--=B=-=E=EN A 
C.HAMP..JQll CAMPUS!. For the 
1199t IH!teot1orr at CHAMPION 
clothing- shop at TOKENS for 
sweatshirts, hats, t-shirts, mesh 
workout shorts, and EIU athletic 
jackets. Wear the look of a 
CHAMPION. 
10/17 c"'=o=s=T.,..,U"'"'M=E,..--=R=E=N=T'"'"A-,-L~-HU GE 
SELECTION, REASONABLE 
RATES! GRAND BALL, 609 
SIXTH. 
10/31 
=Ev~E=R~w=A'"""N=T=--T=o=-=e=E~A.,..--:SUPER-
HE RO WHEN YOU WERE A 
KID? Now is your chance to be 
BILLY PANTHER! Interested? 
Contact...Andrew White (6278) In 
the Mathematics Department by 
October 21, 1996. 
10/18 
=D=z....,_ p=1=K=E....,·D=z=--=p=1K=E=--=o=z~-P 1 KE-
Pomp-Pomp-Pompi 
_____ ____ 10/18 
Announcements 
JAMES OF ·9-A HAPPY 21 st 
BIRTHDAY. Hope you have fun 
tonight! Jolyn 
10/15 
=pH'""1'"'s=1=G"""-s=1G~N~U~-p=o=M'"'"P~-=poMP-
POMP-PHI SIG-SIG NU-POMP-
POMP-POMP. 
10/15 =RY'"'A~N~BO-LW~ELL,...,.-O=F=TR=l~-SIGMA: 
You did a great job representing 
our house last night at corona-
tion! Love, your sisters. 
10/15 
'"'"KA-,-R=E-:--cN~R=-=E=Y=F=F,..-0=-=F-ASA: 
Congratulations· on Activation. 
It's going to be a great year! 
Love, T!lnya 
10/15 
C"'"'"'H=R=-=o=N'""l'""C,.......,.,IT=-c:-.,-,H-a-t-:S-tu 's on 
Th\ll'ldayl 
~~=~-~---10/17 
HEY SIGMA NU'S: Pomp up the 
volume this week!!! Lefs have ill 
10/15 
~D=O-NN-A~C~U~IS-IA_A_N_D~TA-M~MANY 
OLSEN OF ALPHA SIGMA 
ALPHA: You both looked AWE-
SOME at Coronation. Thank you 
for representing our ~ouse so 
well!! Love, Your Sisters. 
10/15 
=To=-J=E=F=F,-,:Z~I L"""C,_.,.H.,..,-o"'"'"'u=R ASA 
DREAM MAN: Thanks for the 
candy at meeting and hey... we 
hope you get some help for that 
bed wetting problem. Ha Hal! 
;-:-::-==-=-=~--,-=-=---==10/15 
LAMBDA CHl. .. ASA ... EIU M.i..1 
THE WAY!! 
10/15 
c-='"'H=R=o~N"'""ICo-=IT=C~H~i-s-b-ack-,--at Stu's 
on Thursday October 171h at 10 
p.m. Also check out Chronic Itch 
on Saturday, October 19th, 
behind the football stadium for 
Eastern's Homecoming Kickoff 
Celebration from 11 :30 a.m. until 
the start of the game. 
10/17 
=-DA"'"'N,.,.-:D""'1E=R=K=1N~G~o=-=F=--s=1=G'"'"M·A PI-
You looked awesome last night. 
We're so proud to have you as 
our Bordeaux Bo! Love, the 
Alpha Phi's. 
10/15 
J-:-:O=D=l-:::G:-:A-=R=R=ETT=-=o =F-=A.,..LP=H'""A PHI-
You looked beautiful last night at 
coronation. Your sisters are so 
proud of you! 
10/15 
B~~R=o~o-K=E-H~O~O~D~O....,F-A-LPHA 
GAMMA DELTA: You looked 
beautiful last night. We love you! 
10/15 
-, N_ R_E_C_O_G_N-IT_l_O_N_O_F_EAST-
t;AN'S F1NfSJ; ~. OREW. 
JIMMY B, C-HAM, HIMSTEDT, 
HART, JAMIE, WILLY-BILLY, 
HAAS, AND LEIPOLD! CON-
GRATULATIONS, YOU GUYS 
PLAYED AWESOME AT SIU!! 
(YOU DEFINITELY PAINTED 
tHAT FIRST TEAM PURPLE!) 
LOVE, "YOU MASCOT." 
10/15 
=TAM~M'"'A-N~Y~O~L=so-N....,o=-=F=--A~SA: You 
looked beautiful last night. You 
made your Ruby Sis and Dad 
proud! Love ya lots, Christina 
and your Dad-? 
10/15 
A~.,..,N=D=R=E~A~H=E=R=z=o=G=-=o=-=F=--A~-LPHA 
PHI- We were so proud to have 
you represent us as our 
Freshman Attendant. You looked 
wonderful. Love, your sisters. 
_________ 10/15 
ACROSS 
t Confused 
• Marconi 's field 
32 Hearty brew 
M First name in 
fashion 
U"BigMouth" I Lake in Africa 
•Detest 
t4 Carpet cutter's 
calculation 
ts Prefix with 
dynamic 
t•Solo 
t7 "The Gift of the 
1e Soft cheese 
33 Enter, as a car 
3• Frontiersman in 
a coonskin cap 
nPartyline? 
4t Fare's 
counterpart 
a Rubber hub 
43 Domingo's voice 
44 Skirt feature 
•Ike's W.W. II 
t• Distinctive domain 
glows 47 Stack 
20 Where a student 48 Feels nostalgia 
may solve a for 
problem 
u "What I Am" St Honesty 
singer Brickell S4 Shortly 
24 Actor Lukas of H GOd of war 
"Witness" M Obsequious 
25 "Fat" Cosby student 
character u Defeats 
27 Using the VCR decisively 
Martha 
ee The Pentateuch 
nTallies 
• Balanced 
.. Atlanta 
university 
70 Track contest 
71 Pause in the 
music 
DOWN 
t Lion's trusting 
companion 
a Kind of hygiene 
3 Electronic 
game giant 
4Chinese 
discipline 
5 Sauerkraut, 
essentially 
•Grinders 
7 Song for 
Madam a 
Butterfly 
• Not an ldlor 
• Bond rating 
10 Place for a 
student's essay 
1t Crowd 
ii Walking --
(elated) 
Announcements 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA ... DELTA 
TAU DELTA ..• ALPHA GAMMA 
DELTA. .. DELTA TAU DELTA 
10/15 
D=-A-,-N~A-J~u=B=R~A~N~A..,...N~D~NATILE 
DOMBKOWSKI OF ESA- you 
both looked so beautiful last 
night at coronation! We love you 
so much! Love, your sisters 
10/15 
B""'R~A-,-N~D.,..,Y....,P=-A'"'D=-G=ET=T=-oO:-=F TRl-
SIG MA: You looked beautiful 
last night at coronation! Love, 
your sisters 
10/15 
L,-,A:-:D:::-:1-=E""S....,O=F-=T=R=l ""-S"'"l=G~M=-=A,....: I was 
honored to represent our house. 
You're all beautiful! Thahks for 
your support! Love-Brandy 
_________ 10/15 
·cam 
Announcements 
PAPIS AND DAWN-Thanks f 
always beina there for me. 
love you guysl! Love Brandy 
10/1 
J~E~F~F---z~1L...,C,..H..,...,O""F ....... D~E~L~T"""A TA 
DELTA, You looked great la 
~~I Alpha love, Everyone 
10/1 
D~O~N~N~A~C~U~IS~IA~O~F~ALPH 
SIGMA ALPHA: You were bea 
tiful last night! Viva Glam! 
Lush you! Laura Ann, Molh 
and Joe 
10/1 
s~l'""G .... McrA..--.N'""U,......,.P"'"h~i .... S .... ig_m_a ..... Sig 
Homecoming's almost her 
Pomp pomp pomp. 
10/1 
D~E'"'L T ... A........,C..,H.,..,1~-..-, --..S""IG,......,M,......A TR 
DELTA CHI! SIGMA CHI! 
-------- 10/1 
MODEL ILLINOIS GOVERNMENT meeting today at 4:15 p.m. i 
Coleman Hall 310. Introduction to parliamentary procedure a 
debate. 
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL Service meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in 
Common Area Greek Court. 
BSU meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the Union. "Back to the Basics.• 
BSU/BGC Anyone interested in becoming Homecoming Duke 
Duchess. Please come fill out an application in Room 201. Student Li 
Office. Deadline is Thurs. Oct. 17. . 
BSU Anyone interested in a BSU CablneVComm!ttee positiQn sllc 
pick up an application in Room 201 , Student Lile1~~lil"i!I 
Friday, Ott.lf8. 'JU::J J ~rl ci o:nornoq2 .mu1ol: !3rlT 
LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION meeting tonight et> 
p.m. in the Greenup Room. All are encouraged to attend. 
STUDENT LOBBYING TEAM weekly meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in 
Casey Room. This is an important meeting for us. Many things will 
discussed and finalized tonight! Please be there. Thanks! 
ALPHA KAPPA DELTA meeting tonight at 5 p.m. in Blair Han R 
300. 
TAYLOR & CO. weekly meeting tonight at 7 P..m. in Taylor lobby. Brl 
crayons and markers. 
S.A.M. (Society for Advancement of Management) group rneeti 
tonight at 6 p.m. in Lumpkin Hall Room 027. • 
UB HOMECOMING general meeting in the Arcola/Tuscola Room at 
p.m. Call Stuart if you cannot attend. 
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in th 
Martinsville Room 3rd floor MLK union. Everyone is welcome. 
BAPTIST STIJDENT UNION TUESDAY-NIGHT-THING at 6 p.m. in 
Shelbyville Room, MLK Jr. Union. Join us for a special time of pray 
and praise. · 
SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA/PRE-LAW SOCIETY meeting today at 2: 
p.m. in CH 206. lnfonnation on guest speakers. 
E.A.R.T.H. meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. tonight in Coleman Hall, 121.] 
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the Physic 
Science Building Room 108. 
MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT UNION meeting tonight at.6:00 p.m. 
the Heritage Room.Student .Uaion. ~
EP~ILON SIGMA AlPH4 '1'1ier8'W1llniil f>Efl 
homecoming. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Haiti Connection will meet at I 
Schahrer Room at 7:30 p.m. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass will be held at noon loday at 
Newman Chapel, located at the comer of 9th and Lincoln. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Reconciliation tod 
from 8:00-9:00 p.m. at the Newman Chapel, located at the comer 
9th and Lincoln. 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY 
any non-orofit camous orgaojzational event. All Clips should be sOOlllltted 
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFOR 
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should ~ 
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadll 
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADU ' 
WILL NOT be published. No clips ~ill be taken by phone. Any Clip that 
illegible or contains conflicting Information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may 
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ix people cited with alcohol· related charges 
Six people were cited 'with 
ohol related charges last 
k. 
Clifford Carpenter, 30, of 505 
. Division St., was cited with 
"ving without ~ seat belt, driv-
ng on a suspended driver's 
nse, failure to signal when 
quired and driving without 
urance. Tony Hardway, 32, of 
11 1/2 C St., who was a passen-
ger in the car, was cited with rid-
ing without a seat belt, aggravat-
ed assault and obstructing a 
peace officer. Both men were 
cited at 9 p.m. on Wednesday af 
the 900 block of Seventh Street, 
police reports stated. 
Daniel Zebig, 19, of Western , 
Springs, was cited at 1 :33 a.m. 
on Friday at Sixth Street and 
Lincoln Avenue with the pur-
chase/acceptance of alcohol by a 
minor., police reports stated. 
Elizabeth Torres, 18, of 606 
Carman Hall, was cited at 11 :39 
p.m. on Thursday in the 900 
block of Arthur with illegal con-
sumption of alcohol by a minor 
and failure to signal when 
required, police reports stated. 
Patrick Reidy, 18, of Orland 
Park, was cited at 1:33 a.m. on 
Friday at Sixth Street and 
Lincoln Avenue with illegal con-
sumption of alcohol by a minor 
and improper turn. 
David Hanley, 20, of.1418 
Sixth St., was cited at 11:51 p.m. 
on Sunday in the 1100 block of 
B St., with the purchase/accep-
tance of alcohol by a minor. 
In other campus news: 
• Mindi Purcell, 23, 2B 1 
Stevenson Hall, reported to cam-
pus police that an unknown per-
son walked on top on her 1992 
Geo Metro sometime before 
5:50 p.m. on Sunday. The police 
report stated that several foot-
prints were observed on the top 
of the car. One print resulted in a 
dent that was six to seven inches 
in diameter. 
• Matthew Delaney, 19, 752 
Carman Hall, reported to campus 
police tha~ an unknown person 
dented the left, rear quarter 
panel of his 1988 Oldsmobile 
between 7 p.m. Wednesday and 
3:50 p.m. Thursday. The police 
report stated that it appeared 
someone had tried to break into 
the car. 
Residents can speak to county candidates at forum 
By MICHELLE MILANO 
Iliff writer 
Charleston residents will have the 
ldlance to talk tq several candidates run-
Jing for county positions at a forum 
edne~day ~ht. 
The forum. sponsored by the League 
of Women Voters, begins at 1 p.m. in the 
Living dead 
Charleston High School Lecture .Center. 
Candidates running for circuit clerk, 
state's attorney and the coroner, will 
speak from 7 to 8 p.m. 
County Board Candidates will speak 
f.rom 8 to 9 p.m. 
History Professor Gail Mason will 
moderjite the forum, beginning by intro-
ducing each candidate. 
The public then will have the opportu-
nity to question the candidates. The can-
didates each will have two minutes to 
give closing comments. 
Republican challenger David Stewart 
and Coroner candidates Democrat Mike 
Nichols and Republican Michael 
Styninger will also be at the forum. 
· County Board candidates include Dist. 
9 Republican Jacqueline Bacon and chal-
lenger DeJllocrat John Rearden. 
Candidates scheduled to appear 
include Circuit Clerk Republican Vickie 
Hite Kirkpatrick and Democrat chal-
lenger Mike Alexander, State's Attorney Dist. 11 candidates are Democrat Brian 
Nordin and Republican Dave Schick. Democrat Steve Ferguson. 
NAOKO KOJIMA/Staff photographer 
Everyone invited 
to international tea 
An International Tea will be held today to 
help strengthen relations between international 
students and American students. 
The tea will be from 2 to 4 p.m today at the 
Wesley Foundation, 2202 Fourth St. across 
from Uiwson Hall. 
This tea -is planned to be a social event for 
international students to meet American stu-
dents. said Marilyn Thomas, admission records 
officer for Internatio~ Programs. 'Thomas said 
s'he'f10lk'S a-~ mix-Of'oothinmmaztooBtsru:-
dents and American students will attend the tea. 
"I think we'll have a good attendance," 
Thomas said. "We normally do;" 
Jesse Stuckey, a sophomore physical therapy major, checks out the graveyard in the South Quad Monday afternoon. The grave-
yard is meant to remind students about the dangers of drunk driving. · 
The president -0f the Association of 
International Students will inform those in 
attendance about upcoming activities, Thomas 
said. The Homemakers Extension Association 
gave the refreshments for the tea. and the event 
is sponsored by both the Homemakers 
Extension Association and the Association of 
International Students. 
NEED A GREAT 
BIRTHDAY 
SURPRISE? 
Put a Photo and a Message in 
The Dally Eastern News 
on Your Friend's Birthday! 
FOR ALL TO SEE! 
~s1:z 
Deadline is 2 business days 
. before it should run. 
Doonesbury 
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
(XAY, I'M~ 
I /AJA<; llMJeR A 
/QTOFPRe$1ll?e •· FRM )Q'.IR . 
alfuun'l"""--1 6~ __ 
BY MIKE PETERS 
• ~ • f 
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LOSS frompagel2 ............................................................................... ... Braves outmuscle Cards 
1 ·4-0, cut deficit to 3-2 experience another loss. 
'There are people who love to win 
and people who hate to lose, and I 
think the people on this team hate to 
lose,!' McGavock said.· 
Smith said the team is not accus-
tomed to losing. 
"I tell ya, we've got a group of 
guys that aren't used to losing," 
Smith said. 
The Panthers have shown that they 
can bounce back from the losses, 
especially during their 21-game 
stretch. 
And tailback Ibrahim Bawa said 
this time should be no exception. 
"Coach Witke always talks about 
the little things, and as we found out, 
they can hurt you in a close -game," 
he said 
"But they are mistakes that can be 
corrected." 
The streak of 18 wins in. 21 games 
dates back to the end of the 1994 sea-
son. 
The Panthers were 2-5 coming off 
back-to-back losses to Northern Iowa 
and Western. 
But Eastern went on a tear at the 
~njl.P{ t~_ season, winning four 
ii~ games to go 6'5 and have a 
wiruli.ng year for the first time since 
19C:S9. 
The mini-streak at the end of the 
'94 season included wins over 
Indiana State (30-21), Illinois State 
(16'13), Western Kentucky (28-20) 
and Southern Illinois (24-3). 
The end of the '94 season provid-
ed a lift for the '95 season, in which 
the Panthers went 10-1 in the regular 
season and made the I-AA playoffs 
for the first time since that 1989 sea-
son. 
The only blemish on the '95 regu-
lar season was a 17-7 loss at 
Northern Iowa. 
. . • l..... _.. J.l 
Eastern never won a game at the this season. 
UNI dome as a member of the "We're definitely looking to get 
Gateway Conference, going 0-9-1 pa8t the first round," Bawa said. 
there. "We have a whole different team ST. LOUIS (AP) _ Back from the brink, the Atlanta Braves 
, The '95 game was no exception. this year. We just have to come out aren't 
After then freshman Chris Watson ready to play and take care of the lit- about to go quietly. 
returned the opening kickoff for a tle things." Spraying hits with a vengeance front the start, the defending 
touchdown, the game World Series champions equaled the biggest rout in postseason his-
belonged to the other ..-----------------. tory, overwhelming the St Louis Cardinals 14-0 Monday night to 
Panthers-thepurpleones. Sports Network close 
'That game was more of their deficit in the NL championship series to 3-2. 
a heartbreaker," McGavock Divis i 0 n I-AA p 011 The Braves silenced the Busch Stadium record crowd of 56,782 
said. that came to see a clincher with a five-run first inning, then kept 
"It was a conference attacking in a frightening display that set the LCS records for hits 
game and our dream that The top 25 teams in the Sports Network and most lopsided victory. 
year was to win the confer- Division I-AA football poll, with first place ''Our flares fell in, our line drives fell in," Atlanta manager 
ence championship." votes in parenthesis, records through Bobby Cox said. ''Everything fell m." 
But Eastern came back Oct.6 and previous ranking. By the time Javy Lopez singled in the fourth, every Braves 
and won their next five batter had gotten a hit When he homered to dead center the next 
games to close out the reg- inning, Atlanta led 11-0 and already had set an NLCS record with 
ular season and earn a share I. Mar.shall ( 62) 6-0 I 17 hits. 
of the Gateway champi- 2. Montana (24) 5-0 2 The Braves, a team that began the game batting only .213 in this 
onship - thanks to an 3. Northern Iowa 5-1 3 year's postseason, finished with 22 hits, four each by Mark Lemke-
Illinois State win over 4. Jackson State (2) · 5-0 5 and Lopez. 
Northern Iowa. 5. Southwest Missouri 5-1 6 ''We got out early and took their crowd out of it," Lemke said. 
Then it was playoff time. 6. Troy State 5-1 8 "I think you have to credit the whole offense. The team really 
A trip to Texas to play 7. Northern Arizona 6-1 I 0 came through." 
Stephen F. Austin in the 8. Murray State 5-1 9 John Smoltz added ~o })its, and also pi«;bed ~vep shuto1n 
first round of the playoffs. 9. Villanova (I) 5-1 12 innings for his secopd wiQ ifl a ~~ ~t~ ~~;r <jlJa 
Eastern and Stephen F. I 0. Delaware 5-1 I I back to Atlanta. 
Austin (seeded ninth and 11. Furman 5-1 13 Atlanta's runaway victory, following two one-run defeats, ended 
s~venth respectively) 12. Stephen F. Austin 3-2 4 St Louis' nine-game home winning streak in postseason play. And, 
looked to be a good game, 13. James Madison 5-1 17 it gave the Braves all the more reason to think these playoffs would 
but the Lumberjacks 14. Eastern Illinois 4-1 7 still tum out OK. 
jumped out to a big lead. 15. Florida A&M 5-1 16 Four-time Cy Young Award winner Greg Maddux will pitch 
The Panthers were down 16. E. Tennessee State 6-1 22 Game 6 on Wednesday night against St. Louis' Donovan Osborne. 
by as much as 19 points in 17. Western Illinois 5-1 25 If the Braves win, thefll start Tom Glavine, MVP of last year'~ 
1
, 
the fourth quarter, but 18. New Hampshire 4-1 24 World Series, in Game 7. ~ 
staged a rally to get within 19. William & Mary 4-2 15 ''We think we can do it," Cox said. ''We talked about it all 
five point - and Eastern 20. Eastern Washington 5-1 day with the team." 
was driving late in the 21. Appalachain State 3-3 14 The Cardinals, meanwhile, will certainly continue to bear more 
game to try to go ahead, but 22. Northwestern State 4-2 19 about some of their past failures. Of the 47 teams to take 3-1 leads 
quarterback Pete Mauch's 23. Indiana State 5-2 in post&eason series, 40 have gone on to win_ St. Louis is the only 
pass was picked off and the 24. Connecticut 3-3 18 club ever to twice blow such an edge, in the 1968 and 1985 World 
'95 season came to an end. 25. Idaho State 3-3 23 Series. 
Eastern is looking to "Before we could escape, they had put up a couple of crooked 
i~J:?rove on that s.ho~ih_g numbers," Cardinals manager Tony La Russ said . 
~ 1 ..J · ; J . l "~------~---.....,..----~ '---~-----------...~..;...;..,....,__....,......,,._,...,__,........,...,.,.i:-+;--J 
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aseball team ends fall ball with five-game series 
BRIAN LESTER game one with a 5-2 victory last in competitive situations and we get 
editor week. a chance to see how guys play with · 
· But the· 1-0 lead did not hold up pressure." 
The World Series wrapped up on. for long since the Blue team Playing this series also gives 
onday afternoon - the Panther (Lambo's Lumber Company), Schmitz a chance to fill in some 
all team's version of it that is. which was coached by assistant questions the team had before play-
Eastem's baseball team, which coach Mark Lambert, came away ing this five-game set. 
s been practicing this fall in with wins in its next three games to "We found some of the answers 
tion for what will be its first win the series 3-1. Lambo's that we have looked f~r and we 
ason in the Ohio Valley Lumber Company won game two filled some. key positions," Schmitz 
ference, split up into two by a 13-8 count, it won game three said. "If we finish the fall with 
ads - a blue and a gray - and 8-5 and it took game four 7-4. questi~s. then there is no place to 
k part in a five-game series that While Sal's Slammers had find them when the season starts." 
as used to evaluate how the team .already lost the series before the As for what the Panther baseball 
as come along since fall practice weekend, a game five was played team expects to see in 1997, 
gan. and the Slammers walked away Salazar believes the defense will be 
Jiowever, instead of playing for with a 13-6 victory on Monday. a key. 
trophy, the teams in this series "The Blue team got some key "If the defense stays good and 
playing for a pizza. hits when they needed them and the pitchers throw strikes, we will 
"When something is on the line, made the right plays," Salazar said. win a lot of games this season," 
e guys become more competi- "lbey outplayed us but I like what Salazar said. "We do have some 
· e" Melesio Salazar, who served our team has going into the young guys fu key positions." 
the coach of the Gray team and Spring." Salazar added that the OVC will 
s also an assistant coach for the Besides ge.tting the chance to provide a different setting for the 
thers during the regular season, play competitively, though, head team than the Mid-Con did. 
"d after Monday's series finale. baseball coach Jim Schmitz said "We have played OVC schools 
e thiUgJOO'tbe 1inb'.\Vas: a 'piltnl• thi~ sei'i~s gi.VtJS' him an idea pf before and we are looking forward 
· Ul!e ~i-wtltl&i~ 0 ithid to ~lt~t this 'Season. t6 competing in the conference," 
o buy the winners pizza, and "It (the series) finalizes the Fall Salazar said. "It's going to be a lot 
ortunately it was our team that practice and gives some players a tougher than last year because there 
t" chance to play in different posi.- are things like making longer road 
Still, the Gray team, which used tions," Schmitz said. It's only five trips. It's going to be a lot tougher 
name Sal's Slammers, snagged games, but the games put the guys mentally." 
DEFENSE frompage12,,.......,......,.....,,._.....,.,_,,......,,.,.....,...., ................................... ...,.., 
and freshman outside hitter Meleah Cutler had nipe. 
Even with the 12 digs, Wells said that she didn't play 
well as she could. 
"I was struggling this weekend, but it wasn't from a 
k of effort," Wells said. "It was just one of those bad 
' ' We need to be willing to hit the 
floor and be more agressive." 
kends." 
Only three people on the Golden Eagle team hit for a -Betty Ralston 
tage over .OOO. . s-fol- • t I ~omen's vofleyball c,oach 
ech was freshman Jenny Carr who had 12.Ralston explanation for the better performance on Sunday than 
"d that Tech's negative hitting percentage was due to on Thursday. 
r hitting and good defense. "lbe team that we played on Sunday wasn't putting 
~we blocked 10 out of their 30 shots so we did a balls across the court at us as well as the team we 
job there," Ralston .said. "We got our hands on a played on Thursday, but I don't know what the differ-
ot of their other hits so that caused them to try to ence between the matches was," Wells said. "Maybe 
ge their shots." we just need to play a more consistent game." 
Senior outside hitter Jennifer Damon was the only Ralston said the team needs .to keep up the effort to 
anther to record a solo block while junior middle hit- keep up the good defense. 
ter Lori Sommer led the team in assisted blocks with "We just need to be willing to hit the floor and be 
our while junior outside hitter Lindsey Celba had more aggressive," Ralston said. "If we can do. this we 
. Besides the better defense, Wells offered another will do fine." 
Happy 21 Kinder! 
Just Remember: 
Baby Steps! 
Love, Julie, Dawn, 
Chrissy,&. Pooh 
348-1626 
·----.,... ..• 
I t P ays to Advert ise in t h e 
Daily E aste rn N e w s ! 
IBE MASAYUKl.IStalf pholographer 
An Eastern pitfcher for the gray team hurls a ball toward a batter iti 
the baseball teams intrasquad World Series Monday afternoon. 11ze 
Gray team ended up winning the series 3-1 . 
LESTER frompage 12 ---
interference call by the referee in 
the first half that should have went 
against Western, which could have 
made a difference for the Panthers. 
Or the pass interference call 
made against the Panthers mfilutes 
later could have been blamed too. 
However, excuse were not made. 
__ Without question, the Panthers 
know what the loss means even 
though it does not hurt their confer-
ence record. Still, the chance to 
redeem themselves is alive and 
well, as Eastern will face Ohio 
Valley Conference power Murray 
State this Saturday. 
I may be wrong, but it did not 
sound like Eastern wants to lose 
again. Sophomore tailback Justin 
Lynch summed the feeling up best. 
"We are going to take this loss 
and redeem ourselves and tum this 
into something positive," Lynch 
said. "We don't want to foef this 
again." 
In other words, losing doos not 
taste like a birthday cake with 
vanilla icing. So, there is no doubt 
the Panthers will be looking for a 
chance to lU'Oid another home-field 
disappointment. 
Murray State is ranked eighth 
and they have an offense similar to 
the offense the Panthers boasted 
during the first four w~ks of the 
season. The winner takes first place 
in the OVC. You get the idea. 
Without question, Saturday's loss 
was a wakeup call for Eastern . . 
And with the opportunity to beat 
the defending OVC champs, I'm 
sure the Panthers will be looking to 
avoid hitting the snooze button 
again. 
FOOSBALL.TOURNA NT 
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BRIAN LESTER 
Sports editor 
Western.loss is 
a wakeup call 
for the Panthers 
Having covered the Panthers 
d,uring their first four wins this 
season, I know what it is like to 
be around. a football team after a 
victory. 
On Saturday, though, it was 
~~~;!11-. tff,e ~~~~ locker room 
af~00~1 t,r,~19-·s, )J,1~1 loss to 
Westeril. 
Like the old saying goes, you 
could hear a pin drop. And 
believe me, I probably could 
have, even though I never actual-
1 y made an attempt to see if it 
would work. 
The scene in the stadium was 
no different, as O'Brien was just 
as silent as the locker room. The 
bleachers were littered with half- , 
filled cups of pop, empty nacho 
containers and knocked over 
buckets of popcorn. 
Marshmallows, however, were 
not lining the bleachers. 
Y~§· n '*'it~ Her ~ ire}~~* 
Saturday for the Panther rootbali 
team. And it was family weekend 
of all weekends. 
So now comes the task of fig-
uring out - besides a solid defen-
sive effort by Western - exactly 
what ended up making the 
Panther football team end up on 
the back of a milk carton instead 
of with another mark in the win 
column. 
After looking through my 
notes, the reasons behind 
Saturday's loss could probably 
come close to filling a couple of 
~A~f:l1~ worth 'in a textbook. 
g 1·~~1 h:eM c.~\l Bob Spoo ~,.tqat the players did not play 
with emotion. 
He also said that the team just 
could not execute - something 
that hurt the team each time the 
Panthers came close to converting 
that zero on the scoreboard to a 
seven. 
It was obvious something was 
missing from this game because 
the Panthers did not show up. 
Even quarterback Mike 
Simpson, who went into the game 
as the top-rated passer in I-AA 
football, did not make excuses on 
Saturday. 
He simply told the m~dia that 
he let little things get in the way 
during the week and he should 
have been able to execute, it is 
. . ( 
JUSt that he didn't. 
He didn't blame is lack to exe-
cute on the wind that was blow-
ing through the stadium or on 
sometbing stupid like the sun was 
in his eyes. · 
Of course, none of the other 
players in the Panther locker 
room made excuses either. 
No, the team did not make any 
kind of off the mark excuse about 
their loss, but it probably could 
have if it actually felt like it. 
There was the mis.sed pass 
See LESTER page 11 
111pMJl&&llMI 12 
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Loss leaves bitter taste for Panthers 
By JOSH HARBECK 
Assoeiate sports editor 
Something happened Saturday 
that is not a common occurrence. 
The Panther football team lost~ 
Not only that, it lost at home. 
Saturday's 10-7 loss at the 
hands of Western Illinois 
University marked the third time 
in the last 21 games (including 
playoffs) the Panthers have not 
come out on top. 
"Hopefully, we'll learn from 
( the loss) ;" Eastern defensive 
coordinator John Smith said. 
"Everybody's got to do their job. 
Everybody has to unders'tand 
what their role is on each particu-
lar play." . 
Smith said it was a lack of · 
playing within roles that hurt the 
Panthers dtJring Western's deci-
sive 99-yard drive late in the 
fourth quarter. 
''The biggest thing is we played_ 
54 minutes of solid defense. All 
of a sudden we went on the field 
and lost a lot of our defensive 
structure," he said. "As that hap-
pens, it starts to steamroll, and 
(the defense) starts to panic more 
and more." 
The Leathernecks started the 
drive at their own I-foot line and 
went all they way down the field 
to score and go up 10-0. 
"It's like we made a season full 
of.errors in that one drive,". Smith 
sru.ff.:.f'ln WaS'1he'm6Sl ·1m-paffitfit 
drive of the season at that time." 
Senior defensive tackle Brian 
McGavock said the team simply 
was not in the game. 
·~we di~n't show up to play," 
he said. "We had a chance to stop 
them, and they get a 99-yard 
drive; we stop them, we win." 
The feeling after the game was 
that the players do not want to 
See LOSS page .10 
CHET PIOTROWSKI JrJPhoto Edtt1 
Eastem.'s Hasheem Rasheed opens up to make a hit on Western's Jon Moffett during Saturday's 10-7 win 
by the Leathernecks. The marked only the third loss in the Panthers last 21 games. Eastern will try to get 
back to the winning side of things with the 1:30 Homecoming game Saturday. 
Spikers' defense coines to play over weekenc 
By MATI .WILSON 
Staff writer 
Eastern's v<illeyball team's 
defense came to play in their big 
victory over Tennessee Tech 
University. 
This is the same Tennessee 
Tech team that defeated Middle 
Tennessee, who had jµst beaten 
Eastern the previous Thursday. 
And the second that Eastern 
start~d pounding spikes in the 
spike line, the crowd knew that 
the Panthers were determined to 
win. Eastern outplayed Tech in 
every 'aspect of the game. 
Two of the deciding factors in 
the game were that Tech hit for a 
negative hitting percentage and 
that Eastern out blocked the 
Golden Eagles 10-8. 
"We blocked very well and it's 
very rare that a_ team hits negative 
for the match," head coach Betty 
Ralston said. "It helps when the 
other team is making errors, but 
we spent a lot of time at practice 
Saturday workirqt on defen$8',," 
Eastern had Tech's star pta:yer .. s 
number the whole match. Rachel 
Melchiorre, who leads the Ohio 
Valley Conference in kills, had 
four kills and a negative hitting 
percentage for the match. 
Melchiorre also leads the con-
ference in service aces, but 
Eastern handled her serve well, 
not allowing her any service aces. 
They also added only two aces 
b_oth ~e.~. ' .. ~.a.;q, who is rank 
fift,12- .irl :9~· tu ~ and ·Sar 
tlaJovsky; who rankS siith in I 
conference for aces. 
Eastern did not have one spc 
tacular player on defense, th 
just all came together to do t 
job. Senior outside hitter Vanei 
Wells led the team with 12 di: 
junior setter Kara Harper had 
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Women hooters continue dominance of honor~ 
ByVANMARTZ 
§!at!Writer -
The honors keep piling up for the Panthers 
women's soccer team. -
Sophomore forward Beth Aussin and sweeper 
Michelle Macumber relieved player of the week 
honors in the Missouri Valley Conference for 
offense and defense respectively 
Aussin took offensive honors with two goals 
and two assists this weekend in wins over 
DePaul (4-0) and Western Michigan (3:-1 in 
overtime). This is the second time Aussin's has 
been oomed offensive player of the week. For 
the season, Aussin has 36 pointS on 13 goals and 
10 assists. She is currently 15th in the nation in 
scoring. 
Panthers head coach Steve Ballard hoped that 
Aussin would pick up the slack for the Panthers 
leading scorer, Tracie 
Strother, who went down in-
the Western Michigan game 
with a broken nose. 
"Beth really deserves the. 
honor," he said. "She has 
made up for Tracie not being 
there." 
Beth Aussin The Missouri Valley 
Conference defensive honors 
went to Macumber. 
"We've been switching Michelle and Heather 
Ory around a lot, and Michelle has done just a 
great job baek at sweeper." Ballard said. 
Macumber was key to holding the Panthers' 
opponents -to just one total goal this past week-
end. As a team, the Panthers _held their opponents 
to just 10 total shots. in the two games. 
The honors for Aussin and Macumber repre-
sent the first time t• 
Panthers have swept pla; 
of the week honors. 
"Both girls worked hi 
and deserve the hono 
Ballard said. ''The girls " 
the honors individually, I 
~----~ the team deserves a lot of 
Michelle credit too." 
Macumber The Panthers are 12-1: 
are tied for first place in o 
ference. '{hey host Creighton on Frid 
Creighton, like the Panthers, is undefeated 
conference play. 
Coach Ballard looks at the Creighton garrM: 
a key match. "This coming Friday we'll see J 
how good we are," he said. 
So far this season, Eastern has captured pla 
of the week honors six times. 
